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0 of 0 review helpful A fine work By Enrico Mittiga I was looking for a book containing a comprehensive history of 
San Francisco streetcars and interurbans This book is focused on MSR only but the quality of pictures is astonishing I 
m writing from Rome Italy and I can assure that similar very high quality images of our tramcars in say Therties or 
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even later are barely available and furthermore they belong to priva The Market Street Railway Company thrived in an 
age when rails ruled San Francisco Spanning the Roaring Twenties the Great Depression and the boom times of World 
War II it had a long and legendary lifetime that is deeply ingrained in the city s early identity Gradually however it 
became challenged by the emergence of the automobile cheaper motor coaches and nickel jitneys competing cars on 
the same routes The MSRy painted the fronts of its cars white to show About the Author Authors and Market Street 
Railway members Walt Vielbaum Philip Hoffman Grant Ute and Robert Townley have compiled this amazing 
collection of vintage images to tell the story of a busy urban rail line in its prime 
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